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March 20, 2022
Mr. Michael Dupree, Chairman
Town of Hyde Park Planning Board
4383 Albany Post Road
Hyde Park, NY 12538
RE:

Quick Stop Convenience Store & Fuel Station
4912 Albany Post Road

Dear Chairman Dupree and Board Members;
Please accept this letter and accompanying plans and documents as our resubmission for the above
referenced project.
This submission includes the exterior façade and lighting changes presented at our last meeting.
Additional updates have been included to address the Board’s comments related to exterior sales area,
mechanical penetrations, landscaping within the NYSDOT right-of-way and lighting. The Board expressed
concern regarding an announcement system / outdoor music, which the owner has indicated that no
such system will be installed.
We have also received various Comment Letters based on our original submission to the Planning Board
and following is an outline of those letters and our responses:
Memorandum from Town Engineer (Pete Setaro, PE – CPL) dated March 14, 2022:
LONG EAF
1. The list of approvals on page 2 should include NYSDEC.
Response: The EAF was revised as requested and resubmitted on March 16, 2022.
2. The site is served by the DCWWA for water supply. I recommend they receive a courtesy
circulation to determine whether any additional water supply improvements are required.
Response: Comment noted.
SHEET PB-2
1. Please review the size of the dumpster area - it appears small for garbage and cardboard.
Response: The owner is reviewing his refuse disposal and recycling needs. Based on the
determination, we will review the size of the refuse enclosure.

2. Is the concrete fueling slab new? If so, please provide a detail. On past gas station projects,
we have required the concrete slab to have grooves around the perimeter of the slab to
contain spills.
Response: The concrete slab is new. Slab edge / positive limiting barrier detail has been
added to the plans, refer to Detail 18/PB-3.
SHEET PB-5
3. The light pole base should be painted black.
Response: A note has been added to Light Details, 1/PB-5, indicating that the bases shall be
painted black.
SHEET SP-1
4. The on-site storm drain system connects to an existing pipe system in the rear of the
property that outlets to the DEC wetland. The existing pipe system discharging to the
wetland is corrugated metal. What is the condition of this pipe, and should it be replaced
with a proper end section and stone fill? A NYSDEC permit will be required for the site
regardless, therefore we recommend this pipe be replaced.
Response: The neighboring property owner has been contacted regarding granting a
stormwater easement to replace the culvert. We will update the Board and its consultants
once we are informed of a decision.
5. The site is less than one acre therefore a full SWPP is not required. A Town of Hyde Park
Stormwater permit is required, and an application should be completed. A stormwater
management report should be prepared analyzing pre and post development runoff
conditions to determine if mitigation is required. The watershed area should include offsite
area contributing to the existing pipe crossing the property, and runoff from Route 9 as the
catch basins at the access driveways are being piped to the DEC wetland.
Response: The site is less than 1 acre and therefore the DEC does not regulate stormwater
runoff from the site. We will prepare a Town of Hyde Park Stormwater Permit application.
The stormwater management report is currently being prepared and will be included with
our next submission.
6. The plans include oil and water separators. Although a SWPPP is not required, this is
considered a hot spot per the DEC stormwater regulations. The applicants engineer should
consider an enhanced water quality treatment unit. We have approved several different
types of units on these tight sites. The DEC may also comment on this item during their
review of the wetland permit.
Response: A request for feedback from the DEC regarding the proposed stormwater
measures will be included with the wetland disturbance permit submission.

7. The grading outside the pavement area to the north appears to channel water off the
property. Please address and if needed a grading easement from the adjacent property
owner may be required.
Response: Grading outside the pavement to the north now channels stormwater to the
proposed catch basin on the property, please refer to the Grading Plan on Sheet SP-1.
SHEET SP-2
8. The Construction sequence is more generic. A more detailed schedule for this site should be
prepared.
Response: A more detailed construction sequencing schedule has been provided, please
refer to Sheet S-2.
9. Other agency approvals required are the NYSDOT, NYSDEC, and DCDBCH.
Response: Comment noted.
Memorandum from Town Consulting Planner (Bonnie Franson, AICP CEP, PP – Nelson Pope Voorhis)
dated March 16, 2022:
A. Procedure/Preliminary Comments
1. Ownership. The property is owned by an LLC. Mr. Dhaliwal should provide evidence that he
is able to make application as a representative of the LLC.
Response: Please refer to attached Articles of Organization, filed with NYS Department of
State, and identifying Mr. Dhaliwal as a managing member of Jatt Boys Properties LLC.
2. Use. The applicant proposes reconstruction of a gas station, which is allowed by special use
permit and site plan approval of the Planning Board. As per the definition, “A type of general
commercial use including any area of land, structures thereon, or any building or part
thereof that is used for the retail sale of motor fuel. A gas station may or may not include a
convenience store as an accessory use.”
Response: Comment noted.
3. Public hearing. A public hearing must be held on the application.
Response: Comment noted.
4. Referral. The application will need to be sent to the Dutchess County Department of
Planning for GML review.
Response: Comment noted.

5. Area variance. The applicant has indicated that area variances must be sought and will
appear before the Zoning Board of Appeals. No action may be taken by the ZBA until the
Planning Board has concluded SEQRA.
Response: Comment noted.
6. Fuel tanks. The site plan should include a sheet with the demolition activities, including
removal of any underground storage tanks, if necessary. Methods to secure the site should
be provided.
Response: The removal of the fuel tanks is indicated on the Existing Conditions / Demolition
Plan on Sheet SP-1. Demolition notes have been added to Sheet SP-1. Removal of the
storage tanks will be conducted by a licensed and certified underground fuel storage tank
removal company with emergency spill protocols in place. The site will also be secured by
erosion and sediment control measures.
7. Easements. Are there any easements that exist which allow the property to the rear to
obtain access through this lot?
Response: Access to the northern property is via a gravel drive on the parcel south of the
subject property. The survey does not indicate, nor is the applicant aware of, any existing
access easements.
8. Will the gas station have any outdoor storage in addition to the propane tanks in front of
the station?
Response: The owner has indicated that, in addition to propane, firewood will be displayed
for sale on the exterior of the building. The plan has been revised to indicate the location of
firewood display, refer to Sheet PB-2.
9. The NB zone includes the following standard: “Incorporating small, landscaped front yards
shall be encouraged with any new residential, nonresidential or commercial use.”
Note that there is no landscaped front yard for this property – any landscaping is within the
NYSDOT right-of-way. It needs to be determined whether the NYSDOT will allow the
plantings.
Response: Per our discussions with the Board at previous meetings, we have eliminated the
trees from the NYSDOT right-of-way. In lieu of the street trees we have provided a stone
landscape wall, shrubs and seasonal plantings along the west property line. These features
are still proposed in the NYSDOT right-of-way and their final approval will still be required.
There is precedence of the DOT allowing this type of landscaping within their right-of-way in
the Town of Hyde Park.
10. Does the second floor include habitable space? Will it be occupied?
Response: Yes, the second floor includes approximately 800 square feet of office space that
will be accessory to the fuel station and convenience store.

11. The project is not located in the Staatsburg Fire District – we believe it is the Roosevelt Fire
District.
Response: General Note #5 on Sheet PB-2 has been revised to identify the correct Fire
District.
12. Will snow storage be allowed in the 100-foot adjacent area? It is unclear from the
topography where it is draining to. The grading and erosion control plan should be on its
own sheet.
Response: The submission to NYSDEC for a wetland disturbance permit, we include a
request to allow snow storage in the 100-foot adjacent area and we will provide the Board
with their determination. The 100-foot adjacent area drains to the wetland. The grading and
erosion control plans are now on separate sheets.
B. Site Plan
Title Page (PB-1)
1. No comments.
Proposed Site Plan (PB-2)
1. The wetland should be labeled as a NYSDEC wetland, and the ID number provided.
Response: The wetland identification note has been revised as requested.
2. Should the 100-foot radius curbing be “smoothed”?
Response: The line of the 100-foot wetlands adjacent area has been revised as requested.
3. Will all electrical utilities be underground?
Response: It is proposed that the new electrical services will be overhead service, similar to
the existing, and fed from the existing utility pole located to the south-west.
4. The canopy area seems small. The area outside the two drive aisles is 30 feet. How many
cars can queue at the pump? Is it expected only one vehicle can queue at a time?
Response: The design incorporates two lane drive aisles around the entire perimeter of the
fueling station canopy. This will help to alleviate the need for queueing at a single pump and
allow customers to easily move to the available pumps.
Site Details (PB-3)
1. Where are the bollards proposed?
Response: Bollards are proposed within the refuse enclosure.

2. Does the Town allow LED signs? What are the colors in the display?
Response: Only the gasoline price text is proposed to be illuminated LED’s. Town zoning
code §108-24-2.D(2) permits illumination of a constant single color for advertising gasoline
prices. The illumination color has not yet been determined. The Owner is currently
reviewing fuel branding. Upon branding determination the sign logos and final designs will
be submitted to the Board and Town Zoning Administrator for review and approval.
Proposed Exterior Elevations (PB-4)
1. Is there a south elevation?
Response: The south elevation is similar to the north elevation, except that a service door is
provided on the south elevation.
2. Can the stone be extended cross the façade, rather than having the plate glass extending to
the bottom?
3. Can muntins be added to create multiple pane appearance in the glass?
Response: The elevations have been revised based on the comments above and the board’s
comments during our previous meetings. Additionally, proposed preliminary mechanical
penetrations have been added to the elevations per the Board’s request. Refer to Sheet PB4.
4. Are the lights in the canopy fully recessed?
Response: Yes, the canopy fixtures are recessed within the ceiling of the canopy.
Additionally, the ceiling of the canopy is recessed above the perimeter soffit which provides
additional glare protection. A dashed line and note have been added to the exterior
elevations on Sheet PB-4 to indicate the ceiling plane relative to the soffits and fascias.
5. The elevation does not appear to show the various features that typically extend down from
the canopy – is it hidden by the design?
Response: Upon further review, the 2020 Fire Code of NYS does not require fire suppression
systems within the fueling canopy based on the additional safety and shut-off features in
modern fuel pumps. Therefore, the chemical suppression system will not be provided and
will not create a negative visual impact.
Proposed Lighting Plan and Details (PB-5)
1. The lighting underneath the canopy seems very high, at 22 footcandles. Can this be
reduced? As per research compiled by the Chittenden County (Vermont) Regional Planning
Commission on gasoline station lighting suggests that average illumination levels in excess
of 10 foot-candles serve no purpose other than attracting attention to the site. See
https://www.maine.gov/dacf/municipalplanning/docs/lightingmanual.pdf
Response: The initial design was based on the guidance of IES lighting levels for gas stations,
which recommend an average illumination of 20 footcandles (this recommendation is also
referenced in the Chittenden County (Vermont) Regional Planning Commission document).

The new design provides for an average of approximately 14-footcandles under the canopy
and an average of less than 1 footcandle through-out the remaining paved areas of the site.
Refer to Sheets (PB-5 and PB-6)
Proposed Light Fixture Cutsheets (PB-6)
1. The details are difficult to read. What color temperature are the lights – 4000K?
Response: All light fixtures have been revised to 3,000K color temperature, please refer to
Sheet PB-6. Please note that the cutsheet for Fixture C does not list 3,000K but it is available
as special order.
Grading and Utility Plan (SP-1)
1. We defer to the Town Engineer regarding this sheet.
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan (SP-2)
1. We defer to the Town Engineer regarding this sheet.
Site Details (SD-1)
1. We defer to the Town Engineer regarding this sheet.
Sanitary Disposal Plan (SA-1)
1. We defer to the Town Engineer regarding this sheet.
C. SEQRA
1. Classification of action. The action appears to be an Unlisted Action. The Hyde Park Planning
Board will initiate Lead Agency circulation to conduct coordinated review. The Full EAF was
updated as per the most recent transmittal.
Response: Comments noted.
Comment E-mail from Dutchess County Department of Behavioral & Community Health (Jason Teed,
PE, Senior Public Health Engineer) dated March 18, 2022:
This department has no objection to the Town of Hyde Park as lead agency.
1. A septic system approval should be sought for any new public bathrooms being added to
the premise.
Response: Sanitary system submission for review and approval is pending.

2. If a food service is being established, the septic system should accommodate such, and the
actual food facility will need to be reviewed and accepted by this department’s sanitarian
section.
Response: Comment noted.
Please note that this department has been in contact with Willingham Engineering in the past in
order to conduct deep tests on site. Deep tests were conducted on July 16, 2020; however, no
formal submission for the septic system has been made to this department.

Comment Letter from Roosevelt Fire District (Raymond J. Stretz, Assistant Chief) dated March 22,
2022:
After reviewing the plans for the above address, find no obvious issues as far as the Fire District
is concerned. We approve as long as it meets or exceeds all the current applicable codes and
standards.
Response: Comment noted.
Comment Letter from Hyde Park Conservation Advisory Council dated April 17, 2022:
1) General observations:
a) Is there a disposal/management plan for disturbed soils in this area with long
automotive industry history
Response: It is not expected that contaminated soils will be encountered during
construction as the DEC has closed all known spill incidents (refer to EAF E.1.h). If
contaminated soils are encountered they will be remediated as required by the DEC.
b) Is there a means to reduce impact on wetlands located<100’, 75’ and 250‘ distance from
the new facility
Response: Yes, oil / water separators have been added to the storm-water management
system to reduce impact on the adjacent wetlands.
c) Are there existing facility tank removals and site remediation plans
Response: Yes, the existing underground fuel storage tanks are to be removed from the 100
foot wetlands adjacent area. It is not expected that contaminated soils will be encountered
but if encountered they will be remediated as required by the DEC.
d) What are the proposed hydro-carbon holding tank designs and monitoring protocols
Response: Underground tank size and locations are indicated on the plans. Double-walled
tanks with leak detection systems as approved by the DEC will be installed.
e) Are there measures to be taken to minimize disturbance of neighbors (notably a medical
facility immediately to the west) with light trespass
Response: Yes, fixture shielding, throw patterns and the canopy have been designed to limit
glare and light trespass.
f)

What is the precipitation intensity used in designing stormwater and drainage systems

Response: Stormwater culverts at the rear of the property are proposed to replace existing
culverts which function adequately. These culverts will match the existing in size. The
culverts near the road frontage have been designed to convey the 25-year storm event

which is beyond the standard required by NYSDOT required for a closed drainage system
(10-year).
g) Has there been a traffic impact assessment; project scale suggests the assessment may
be necessary
Response: The project is reconstruction of an existing fuel station and it is not expected that
project will have a significant impact on existing traffic levels on US Route 9. It should be
noted that a NYSDOT will be required to review and approve the proposed project and will
make any traffic impact determinations.
2) Full Environmental Assessment Form (latest revision)
a) C2b: Applicant review of Code sections relevant to Greenway Connections
Response: Though the project site is located along US Route 9 and not an existing
“Greenway” the proposal does include the following Greenway concepts:
1. Grass yard, planter bed and stone landscape wall between the roadway and site
development.
2. Monument sign embedded within the overall landscaping and digital text displays
limited to price of fuel only.
3. Site lighting reduced below IES standards, LED fixtures to reduce energy use, fixtures
with shielding and additional architectural features to eliminate / reduce glare and
night sky impacts.
4. Convenience store building and canopy designed with traditional architectural
features, window proportions and materials. Signage omitted from the canopy
structure.
b) D2f: Airshed contributions of exhaust from idling vehicles when fueling or making
purchases, restarting of engines, displaced vapors when tanks are being filled
c) D2g: Calculated emissions
Response: For safety, vehicle engines are required to be turned off while fueling. A
fueling facility is not a direct producer of fuel combustion. Vehicle fuel combustion and
emission are regulated by federal and state vehicle emission laws. Vehicle emissions
related to entering the fueling facility, parking and restarting engines are similar to any
other business.
d) D2j: In out traffic turning declaration
Response: NYSDOT will be required to review and approve the proposed traffic pattern.
e) D2k: Extent of LED/lowered energy usage equipment and lighting employed
Response: All interior and exterior lighting is proposed to be energy efficient LED.

f)

D2o: Customer engine exhaust

Response: Odors from vehicle emissions related to entering the fueling facility, parking and
restarting engines are similar to all businesses that are accessed by public vehicles.
g) E2d: measures/protocols to
i. Segregate tank leakage from adjacent groundwater
ii. Monitor tank and plumbing leakage
iii. To avoid tank floating
Response: Double-walled tanks with leak detection systems as approved by the DEC will be
installed. Tanks will be secured and ballasted as required to prevent floating.
h) E2hiv: Considerations given to the neighboring Class B tributary to the Indian Kill Stream
i) E2l: Considerations given to downward movement of fugitive liquids in these thin glacial
till soils overlaying by bedrock
Response: The existing fueling station has underground fuel storage within the wetland
buffer and no storm-water collection or filtration systems. The new proposal includes
underground tanks and filling stations moved to the portions of the site furthest from
waterbodies and a new storm-water collection system with oil and sediment separation
structures.
j)

E2p: Considerations given to:
i. The entire facility lying within:
(1) A declared Significant Biodiversity area of Dutchess County
(2) A declared Forrest linkage zone
(3) An important Biodiversity area for rare wetland animals
k) E3d: impact on Hogback CEA
Response: The site is an existing fully developed fueling station, the proposal will modernize
the fueling equipment and storm-water system resulting in greater protections for the
adjacent wildlife and environment.
l)

E3e and f: Certified archaeologist report supporting the statement

Response: This statement was determined by data from the online NYSDEC EAF mapper tool
and the attached determination of “no concern” by Philip A. Perazio, NYS OPRHP –
Archaeology Unit.
m) E3hii: Recognition
i. Norrie Point Environmental Center is to the West of the proposed facility
Response: Comment noted.

3) Drawings
a) 2/PB-5: number definition
Response: The numbers indicate the illumination levels in footcandles. A note has been
added to the plans for clarification.
b) 2/SP-1: direct uncontrollable surface drainage into the wetland 100’ South
Response: A submission is being prepared for the NYSDEC wetland disturbance permit and
they will provide required mitigation measures for site development.
Comment Letter from Dutchess County Department of Planning and Development (Heather M.
LaVarnay, CNU-A, Senior Planner) dated April 19, 2022:
COMMENTS
The proposed project on this 0.70-acre site should be designed to meet both the intent and the
letter of the zoning code. The special use permit standards require, in part, that the project
comply with all regulations outlined in Articles 4 and 5, yet that standard has not been met.
Specific items of concern include:
Building Located Behind Gas Canopy/Parking - Though the use is clearly automobile-focused,
every effort should be made to showcase the building rather than the gas canopy and parking
area. As required by §108- 4.5.B(2)(a) of the Town’s zoning code, all parking must be located
behind the front building line. The project should be redesigned to feature the building up closer
to the road, with the canopy and parking to the side and/or rear of the building. Given the size
and shape of the site, perhaps rotating the building ninety degrees and shifting it to the north or
south would create adequate space for the canopy and parking to be located in compliance with
the code. Eliminating the one-way drive behind the building would also help free up more space
for critical site elements while reducing impervious coverage.
Response: The existing fueling station has underground fuel storage within the wetland
buffer and the intent of the new design is to relocate the underground tanks and filling
stations to the portions of the site furthest from waterbodies. Per town code the primary
use of the site is as a gas station and the convenience store is accessory (§108-2.2 ‘Gas
Station’) The Town’s zoning code also defines the canopy structure, a roof supported by
columns and affording shelter, as a building. Therefore, the site parking is located behind
the primary front building line as required.
The one-way drive is a design element that reduces diesel vehicle and passenger vehicle
interaction it will help to alleviate queuing issues when a large diesel vehicle blocks several
fuel pumps. Additionally, Town zoning code §108-5.4.G requires that the service alley for
deliveries and utility vehicles be established along the rear of the property.
Encroachment into NYS DOT Right-of-Way - An important element of this project is the
elimination of the non-channelized site access via the inclusion of curbing and a landscaped
island, to include street trees, along Albany Post Road. As designed, this important
channelization is located within the state road right-of-way. If permission cannot be obtained
for such encroachment, as per §108-4.5.E(1)(b)[1] all street trees, and thus the curbing and

channelization, must be located within the property boundaries. It is important that the access
channelization and inclusion of street trees be retained.
Response: Per our discussions with the Board at previous meetings, there were concerns
that the DOT would not permit the street trees. The resubmission has eliminated the trees
from the NYSDOT right-of-way and in lieu we have provided a stone landscape wall, shrubs
and seasonal plantings along the west property line. There is precedence of the DOT
allowing this type of landscaping within their right-of-way in the Town of Hyde Park. The
proposed channelization remains as originally designed. All of these features are still
proposed in the NYSDOT right-of-way and their final approval will still be required.
Excess Parking - The zoning data chart shown on the site plan indicates that 14 parking spaces
are required and 28 are proposed. As per §108-4.5.B(1), the Planning Board determines the
necessary number of off-street parking spaces. Guidance provided suggests four for the gas
station and/or approximately 10 for a retail use. Given that use of the fuel pumps and
convenience store will likely overlap, it would appear that the combined total of 14 spaces
would be adequate. Reducing the number of parking spaces would also reduce the amount of
impervious surface, and could aid in the elimination of the need for a variance for site coverage.
Response: The total of 28 spaces indicated on the zoning chart has been corrected to 24
spaces proposed. The project provides for 14 conventional parking spaces per zoning code,
one bay of 9-spaces and another of 5-spaces. The additional 10 spaces indicated are
locations for dispensing fuel (2-spaces per pump) and are identified to indicate the site’s
capability to handle the fueling queue not to meet the zoning recommendation for offstreet parking.
Lighting - The overall lighting plan and proposed fixtures create numerous concerns, as follows:
• Lighting levels in certain areas of the site are much higher than necessary, which could serve
to create a safety hazard as our eyes need time to adjust when going from overly bright to
darker surroundings. This is of concern as cars exit both the fuel canopy area and the overall
site onto Albany Post Road. Lower, more uniform lighting levels provide adequate lighting
while eliminating this safety concern. Parking lot and pedestrian areas should be evenly lit at
approximately one (1) footcandle, with levels up to five (5) footcandles reserved for highsecurity areas only. Lighting levels above five (5) are unnecessarily bright and should be
avoided altogether.
Response: Per discussions with the Board a new significantly reduced lighting design has
been submitted with an average of approximately 14-footcandles under the canopy and an
average of less than 1 footcandle through-out the remaining paved areas of the site. Refer
to Sheets (PB-5 and PB-6).

•

Higher light fixture color temperatures create a stark, harsh light that can contribute to
unwanted glare and light pollution. All fixtures should have a color temperature no higher
than 3,000K. It appears that none of the selected fixtures are offered below 4,000K. The
Board and applicant should work together to identify more appropriate fixtures.
Response: All light fixtures have been revised to 3,000K color temperature, please refer to
Sheet PB-6. Please note that the cutsheet for Fixture C does not list 3,000K but it is available
as special order.

•

It is unclear how the under-canopy fixtures will be installed. They should be flush-mounted
(versus drop-down) to eliminate any side-glare from the housing.
Response: Yes, the canopy fixtures are recessed within the ceiling of the canopy.
Additionally, the ceiling of the canopy is recessed above the perimeter soffit which provides
additional glare protection.

•

Section §108-4.5.H(1)(a) prohibits light spillage into any street. The lighting plan indicates
spillage over the western property boundary into the state road right-of-way. Lighting levels
should be zero at the frontage property line.
Response: Minor illumination is proposed in the NYS DOT right-of-way by design. The new
vehicle channelization (curb-cuts) features are located within the right-of-way and have
been illuminated for safety and visibility.

•

BUG ratings were not provided for the LED fixtures. All fixtures should be full cutoff, darksky compliant, and have BUG ratings as close to zero as possible.
Response: B-U-G ratings have been added to the Lighting Schedule on Sheet PB-5. All
fixtures are zero up-light (U) and only the wall packs and canopy fixtures, which are shielded
by the perimeter soffit, have a back-light (B) greater than one.

Signage - The proposed freestanding sign includes both an internally-illuminated LED fuel
pricing component, as well as recessed downlighting to further illuminate the sign face. In order
to reduce unnecessary glare and light pollution, we suggest eliminating the LED component in
favor of the external downlighting.
Response: There is precedence for this type of signage within the Town on US Route 9
(Speedway and Stewart’s). The Town encourages downlit monument signs and permits a
constant single color illuminated gasoline price text per §108-24-2.D(2). All signs are
pending review and approval by the Town Zoning Administrator.
Gas Canopy - It is unclear from the elevations whether the area beneath the dormers is open on
the sides, or whether the fascia and trim are taller in that area. Of concern would be visibility of
the under-canopy surface and light fixtures. The Board should ensure the side view under the
canopy dormers is enclosed.
Response: The dormers are entirely enclosed by sidewalls, no visibility is available through
the sides of the dormers.

Inter-Lot Connection - Section 108-4.5.C(1)(g) requires adjacent parcels develop inter-lot
connections between parking lots, driveways, etc. No such connections are shown.
Response: No development is anticipated to the south due to the NYSDEC designated
wetland HP-33 and it is not expected that a cross connection would be utilized between the
northern self-storage property and the subject parcel. Additionally, the new SDS system is
proposed as a fill system which creates differing grades between the adjacent parcels. For
these reasons inter-lot connection is not proposed for this site.
I look forward to the next available meeting with the Board to discuss the proposal. If you, or the Board,
have any comments or questions prior to the meeting please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Brandon Petrella, RA AIA

ANDREW M. CUOMO
Governor

ERIK KULLESEID
Commissioner

June 29, 2021
Jay Diesing
Architect
Mauri Architects PC
73 Mansion Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Re:

SEQRA
Hyde Park Quick Stop: Demolition & New Construction
4912 Albany Post Rd, Staatsburg, NY 12580
21PR04136

Dear Jay Diesing:
Thank you for requesting the comments of the Division for Historic Preservation of the Office of
Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation (OPRHP) as part of your SEQRA process. These
comments are those of OPRHP and relate only to Historic/Cultural resources. They do not
include potential environmental impacts to New York State Parkland that may be involved in or
near your project. Such impacts must be considered as part of the environmental review of the
project pursuant to the State Environmental Quality Review Act (New York Environmental
Conservation Law Article 8) and its implementing regulations (6 NYCRR Part 617).
If this project will involve state or federal permitting, funding or licensing, it may require
additional review for potential impacts to architectural and archaeological resources, in
accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act or Section 14.09 of NYS
Parks Recreation and Historic Preservation Law.
Based on the information provided, OPHRP has no concerns regarding the proposed project
under SEQRA. Should the project design be changed, we recommend further consultation with
this office.
If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

Philip A. Perazio, Historic Preservation Program Analyst - Archaeology Unit
Phone: 518-268-2175
e-mail: philip.perazio@parks.ny.gov
via email only
cc:

Kathleen Moss, Town of Hyde Park

Division for Historic Preservation

P.O. Box 189, Waterford, New York 12188-0189 • (518) 237-8643 • parks.ny.gov

